Executive Committee | Agenda
10:00 am, Wednesday, December 11, 2019
Marriott 4415 S IH35 Austin
South IH-35
Austin, Texas 78744
Commissioner Gerald Daugherty, Travis County,
Chair
Judge Paul Pape, Bastrop County, Second Vice Chair
Mayor Brandt Rydell, City of Taylor, Secretary
Mayor Jane Hughson, City of San Marcos,
Parliamentarian
Council Member Jimmy Flannigan, City of Austin
Mayor Monty Parker, City of Bee Cave
Judge Brett Bray, Blanco County
Mayor George Haehn, City of Buda
Commissioner Joe Don Dockery, Burnet County
Judge James Oakley, Burnet County
Judge Hoppy Haden, Caldwell County
Council Member Mike Guevara, City of Cedar Park
Judge Joe Weber, Fayette County

Judge Ruben Becerra, Hays County
Commissioner Debbie Ingalsbe, Hays County
Council Member Christine Sederquist, City of Leander
Commissioner Maurice Pitts, Lee County
Judge Ron Cunningham, Llano County
Mayor Lew White, City of Lockhart
Council Member Mike Heath, City of Pflugerville
Council Member Tammy Young, City of Round Rock
Council Member William Gordon, City of Smithville
Commissioner Brigid Shea, Travis County
Commissioner Russ Boles, Williamson County
Commissioner Cynthia Long, Williamson County
Representative John Cyrier
Representative Celia Israel
Representative Terry Wilson

1.

Opening Remarks and Pledge of Allegiance by the Chair

2.

Consideration of Minutes for the November 13, 2019, Meeting

3.

Consider Approving Purchase of Portable De-Escalation Training Simulator
Mike Jennings, Director of the CAPCOG Regional Law Enforcement Academy

4.

Consider Approving Plan Year 2021 CAPCOG Regional Criminal Justice Priorities
Matt Holderread, Criminal Justice Program Specialist

5.

Consider Approving 2020 Homeland Security Strategic Plan (HSSP) Implementation Plan
Martin Ritchey, Director of Homeland Security

6.

Consider Approving the Purchase of Stop the Bleed Kits for the Region’s School Districts
Martin Ritchey, Director of Homeland Security

7.

Consider Adopting Resolution Admitting the City of Double Horn as a Member of the Capital Area
Council of Governments
Betty Voights, Executive Director

8.

Consider Appointments to Advisory Committees
Betty Voights, Executive Director

9.

Staff Updates and Reports
Betty Voights, Executive Director
Adjourn

10.
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Executive Committee | Summary Minutes
10:00 a.m., Wednesday, November 13, 2019
CAPCOG Lantana Room
6800 Burleson Road
Building 310, Suite 155
Austin, Texas 78744

Present (22)
Commissioner Gerald Daugherty, Travis County,
Chair
Judge Paul Pape, Bastrop County, Second Vice Chair
Mayor Jane Hughson, City of San Marcos,
Parliamentarian
Council Member Jimmy Flannigan, City of Austin
Mayor Monty Parker, City of Bee Cave
Judge Brett Bray, Blanco County
Mayor George Haehn, City of Buda
Commissioner Joe Don Dockery, Burnet County
Judge James Oakley, Burnet County
Judge Hoppy Haden, Caldwell County
Council Member Mike Guevara, City of Cedar Park
Absent (6)
Mayor Brandt Rydell, City of Taylor, Secretary
Judge Ruben Becerra, Hays County
Commissioner Brigid Shea, Travis County

Judge Joe Weber, Fayette County
Commissioner Debbie Ingalsbe, hays County
Council Member Christine Sederquist, City of
Leander
Commissioner Maurice Pitts, Lee County
Judge Ron Cunningham, Llano County
Mayor Lew White, City of Lockhart
Council Member Mike Heath, City of Pflugerville
Council Member Tammy Young, City of Round Rock
Council Member William Gordon, City of Smithville
Commissioner Russ Boles, Williamson County
Representative Terry Wilson

Commissioner Cynthia Long, Williamson County
Representative John Cyrier
Representative Celia Israel

1. Opening Remarks and Pledge of Allegiance by the Chair
Commissioner Daugherty called the meeting to order at 10:00 a.m., confirmed the quorum, and
welcomed everyone.
2. Consideration of Minutes for the October 9, 2019, Meeting
Commissioner Daugherty asked for a consideration of the minutes from the October 9, 2019 meeting.
Judge Oakley motioned to accept the minutes as written and Council Member Gordon seconded the
motion. The motion passed unanimously.
3. Review of the CAPCOG Investment Policy
Lisa Byrd Bowman, Director of Finance
Ms. Bowman stated that it is a requirement that the Executive Committee annually review the CAPCOG
Investment Policy. She explained that there were no changes to it but noted a few sections of the policy.
including training and education which she completed in August. The policy lists the authorized types of
investments CAPCOG is permitted to invest in and CAPCOG is currently invested in CAPCOG is in
compliance with chapter 2257 Collateral for Public Funds and that the collateralization level is 102% of
market value. The policy states that the Executive Committee shall review the policy annually.
There was no action needed on this item but rather just a reference that the Board reviewed the CAPCOG
Investment Policy and it was noted in the summary minutes.
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4. Accept the Quarterly Investment Report
Lisa Byrd Bowman, Director of Finance
Ms. Bowman reported for the quarter July 1, 2019 - September 30, 2019. CAPCOG’s average yield for the
quarter was 2.26%. Interest earnings for the quarter were $141,164.00. The weighted average maturity
at September 30 for the TexPool Investments was 34 days. Like in the last quarter, the TexPool yield on
September 30 was better than the six-month U.S Treasury Bill yield. The TexPool yield was 2.137%
whereas the U.S. Treasury Bill yield was 1.78%.
Commissioner Dockery motioned to accept the Quarterly Investment Report and Council Member
Guevara seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously.
5. Consider Adopting Proclamation for National Family Caregivers Month – November 2019
Patty Bordie – Aging Services Director
Ms. Bordie stated this year’s National Family Caregiver Month theme is #BeCareCurious. This theme urges
caregivers to ask questions, explore options, and share in the care decisions that affect the health and
well-being of their loved ones. This theme also encourages caregivers to have those sometimes difficult
conversations with their family members about what their goals for care, what they want to do for
treatment options, and what types of support services they need to stay in the community of their choice.
#BeCareCurious also supports caregivers as they help make these decisions. There is a national site linked
to this hash tag which will provide a national helpline. Locally, the region has the Area Agency on Aging
(AAA) and the Aging & Disability Resource Centers (ADRC) which play a key role in assisting families with
assessments through caregiver support program on the Triple A side and the lifespan respite care program
on the ADRC side. The AAA assesses needs, provides respite care which is in home support to provide
relief for family caregivers, home modifications, care planning and other health and safety support. This
program also supports grandparents that are raising grandchildren. In the ADRC, respite care service is
provided to individuals who are caring for individuals across all ages. This is targeted for parents who are
caring for children with disabilities and adult children with disabilities, veteran’s families, and caregivers
of older adults.
There was a discussion about family caregivers, the National Care Act and bringing more awareness to the
issue.
Judge Pape motioned to adopt the proclamation for National Caregivers Month and Commissioner
Ingalsbe seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously.
6. Consider Approving Amendments to the CAPCOG Personnel Policies
Sheila Jennings, Director of Administration
Ruth Ann Delaney, Human Resources Coordinator
Ms. Jennings stated there are a few revisions to the CAPCOG Personnel Policies. Staff continuously
reviews the Policies and requests the Board review them annually. Ms. Jennings referred to the redlined copy of the Policies in the agenda packet and said the first update is a revision to CAPCOG’s mission
statement in section 1.00. Section 3.01 is related to employee expectations in that the core competencies
common to all positions at CAPCOG have moved from the job descriptions to the Policies as expectations
of employees. Section 4.14 is about relocation assistance and provides information about how relocation
assistance is handled, if such assistance is provided to a new hire relocating to the Austin area. In sections
9.03.04 and 9.04.02, there is a change in the increments of accrued leave use from 30 minutes to 15
minutes. In section 9.04.05, there is a clarification that an employee may be required to have third party
verification supporting leave benefits and allowing return to work in some circumstances. In section
9.04.06, there is a clarification that employees are not eligible to use sick time accrued over the 720 hours
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because of limitations in CAPCOG’s software. Judge Pape suggested to remove the words “that
accumulates” and add “any hours over 720 are not eligible for use”. In section 14.02, there is a clarification
that the executive director must approve leave after notice of resignation has been given. The Policies
also have added language to correct job titles and have been updated to include gender-neutral language.
Mayor Hughson asked why the first paragraph in section 1.00 was removed. Ms. Jennings explained that
the language was an old version of the mission statement and the new language clarifies that. Mayor
Hughson stated the old language is historic information and said she was concerned about removing it.
Ms. Jennings stated the two statements could be merged to read “Organized and operated under chapter
391 of the Local Government Code in 1970” to acknowledge the date of CAPCOG’s creation.
Judge Oakley motioned to approve the amendments to the CAPCOG Personnel Policies with the removal
of the words “that accumulates” and the addition of the words “any hours over 720 are not eligible for
use” and Mayor Parker seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously.
Council Member Flannigan referred to sections 2.07-2.09 and stated these list CAPCOG’s prohibitions on
employment discrimination and suggested these be amended to include prohibitions against sexual
orientation and gender identity.
Judge Oakley amended his motion to approve the amendments to the CAPCOG Personnel Policies with
the removal of the words “that accumulates” and addition of the words “any hours over 720 are not
eligible for use” and include adding language that prohibits discrimination based on sexual orientation
and gender identity. Mayor Parker amended his second to approve the amendments to the CAPCOG
Personnel Policies with the removal of the words “that accumulates” and addition of the words “any hours
over 720 is not eligible for use” and include adding language that prohibits discrimination based on sexual
orientation and gender identity. The motion passed unanimously.
7. Consider Approving Application and Timeline for FY 2020-2021 Regional Solid Waste Grant Program
Ken May, Regional Programs Coordinator, Community & Economic
Development
Mr. May stated requested the Board’s approval of the application for the FY 2020-2021 Regional Solid
Waste Grants Program. He noted that the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) distributes
these monies, approximately $5.4 million per fiscal year, with CAPCOG’s portion being $647,672.
Approximately $224,000 will be passed through for regional implementation projects, which is about
$112,000 per fiscal year. This is about $20,000 per fiscal year more than was passed through during the
last biennium. Mr. May referred to the timeline in the agenda packet and said this important dates related
to the solid waste grant cycle. He also referred to a handout document on a table in the meeting room
that is the red-lined version of the request for applications. A major change from the last biennium is the
Solid Waste Advisory Committee (SWAC) and explained that the scoring process had included CAPCOG
staff assigning the first 50 points for projects that meet eligibility requirements and address the RSWMP
goals; however, the SWAC would be authorized to award all 100 points this cycle. Judge Bray asked if a
jurisdiction has not applied in recent years, would that give them an advantage in application scoring. Mr.
May responded yes, that it was implied. He also noted that the grant funding is intended to be seed
monies and not s to fund the same projects over and over. He said the SWAC does a very good job of
recognizing that and scores those applications accordingly. The screening process asks applicants if they
were funded in the previous biennium and if the applicant has matching money for the project they are
applying for grant funding. This information is given to the SWAC and they will see if a jurisdiction is trying
to receive funding annually.
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Judge Pape motioned to approve the application and timeline for the FY 2020-2021 Regional Solid Waste
Grant Program and Commissioner Ingalsbe seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously.
8. Consider Approval of FY 2019-2020 Threat Hazard Identification Risk Assessment (THIRA), the State
Preparedness Review (SPR), and the Capabilities-based/Risk-informed Funding Allocation
Martin Ritchey, Director of Homeland Security
Mr. Ritchey stated these are the three major elements staff produces annually going into the homeland
security grant period. These documents identify core threats to our region and contain identified
capabilities to respond to or mitigate such threats. The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
has done a major revision to both the THIRA and the SPR so CAPCOG is not using the previous editions of
those documents. He referred to the memo in the agenda packet and said this explains the changes to
the documents and details how each document was rewritten. The Capabilities-based/Risk Informed
Funding Allocation document details how grant funding has been used to enhance and sustain available
assets for a region-wide response to an emergency event.
Commissioner Ingalsbe motioned to approve the FY 2019-2020 Threat Hazard Identification Risk
Assessment (THIRA), the State Preparedness Review (SPR), and the Capabilities-based/Risk-informed
Funding Allocation and Mayor Hughson seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously.
Ms. Voights prompted Mr. Ritchey to discuss training requirements; he stated the Office of the Governor
(OOG) will release the request for applications on December 13. The applications can be submitted to
CAPCOG through eGrants January 13-23. All jurisdictions that want to apply for grant funding will need
to attend one of the mandatory grant writing workshops which will be held on December 10 and
December 12. There will also be a non-profit grant writing workshop on December 12. Judge Pape asked
about the representative required to attend the training and if he should have his court appoint someone.
Mr. Ritchey said no the representative did not have to be court appointed but it had to be a staff member
from the jurisdiction’s agencies and not just a citizen of the county. He also mentioned the O-305 All
Hazards Incident Management training next week for emergency managers. And cybersecurity defense
training for IT Managers on December 9-12 at the Armed Forces Training Center at Bergstrom. The Threat
Liaison Officer (TLO) training is on December 10 and December 12. There will also be monthly WebEOC
and RNS trainings held.
9. Consider Adopting Resolution Authorizing Reallocation of 2017 Funds for the WarnCentralTexas Project
Martin Ritchey, Director of Homeland Security
Mr. Ritchey stated the reallocation of 2017 funds for the WarnCentralTexas project was approved at the
July 10 Executive Committee meeting and explained that use of the swept funds requires a resolution to
be uploaded into eGrants.
Mayor Hughson motioned to adopt the resolution authorizing reallocation of 2017 funds for the
WarnCentralTexas project and Commissioner Ingalsbe seconded the motion. The motion passed
unanimously.
10. Briefing on GIS Program Transition to Support Next Generation 9-1-1 Deployment
Craig Eissler, GIS Program Manager
Mr. Eissler’s PowerPoint presentation titled “Next Generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) and GIS addressed the
following points:
 Where 9-1-1 Calls get routed in the CAPCOG region
 The Current (and outdated) E-91-1 call-routing system
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 Next Generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) call-routing and dispatch
 How is NG9-1-1 being orchestrated
 The 911-GIS database
 Interlocal Agreement Amendment: Transition to NG9-1-1 & Data Quality Control (QC)
 NG9-1-1 Quality Control (QC) Metrics & Performance Goals

There was a discussion about the GIS coordinate-based call-routing, the spatial GIS database, the
deficiencies of the E-911 tabular database and the accuracy of GIS address mapping. Mr. Eissler explained
the transition period October 1, 2019-March 31, 2020 was the critical errors testing period. Critical errors
will be pushed back to the county for correction so that calls are not routed to the wrong PSAP. Judge
Pape asked for an update on the testing period in February 2020.
11. Consider Appointments to Advisory Committees
Betty Voights, Executive Director
Ms. Voights announced the following recommendations and vacancies on the advisory committees:








On the Criminal Justice Advisory Committee (CJAC), Justin McInnis has been recommended for
the Hays County spot.
On the Solid Waste Advisory Committee (SWAC), Tammy Crumley has been recommended for the
Hays County spot.
On the Homeland Security Task Force (HSTF), Michael Shoe has been appointed as the Williamson
County Emergency Management Coordinator and is recommended for the Williamson County
spot.
On the HSTF, Christine Files has been appointed as the Bastrop County Emergency Management
Deputy Director and is recommended for the Bastrop County spot.
On the HSTF, Craig Morrow has been appointed as the Fayette County Emergency Management
Coordinator and is recommended for the Fayette County spot.
On the HSTF, Dave Reimer has been appointed as the Capital Area Trauma Regional Advisory
Council (CATRAC) representative and is recommended for the CATRAC spot.
On the Geographic Information Systems Planning Council (GISPC), Deanna Swindle has been
recommended for Llano County spot.

Judge Oakley motioned to approve the recommendations to the advisory committees and Mayor Hughson
seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously.
12. Staff Updates






Betty Voights, Executive Director
There is a solid waste grant writing workshop on November 19 and on December 3.
The criminal justice grant writing workshops will be held in the second and third weeks of January
with dates to be determined.
Ms. Voights introduced Deborah Brea, her new Executive Assistant.
Ms. Voights asked if emailing the advisory committee attendance reports the Monday before the
meeting is working and the board agreed.
Council Member Flannigan provided an update on his Homelessness Committee. He said the
committee met twice and has discussed homelessness in different communities. One
commonality is that jurisdictions are struggling with data collection and sharing. The City of Austin
and the City of Round Rock have put in resources to tackle the homelessness issue. Another
challenge communities are facing is preventing or diverting people from becoming homeless. The
committee also discovered there are federal funds to help with homelessness that the region has
missed out on. The City of Austin and Travis County collaborate with the Ending Community
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Homelessness Coalition (ECHO), which is a federally designated entity that manages the
Continuum of Care. There is also the Balance of State Organization through the Texas Homeless
Network which serves other nine counties in the region. He introduced Sophia Checa with the
Texas Homeless Network (THN) to explain more about the Continuum of Care. This committee
focuses on homelessness and issues related to it in the Austin area. There are funding
opportunities to help people experiencing homelessness called the Texas Continuums of Care.
Continuums of Care focus on housing and supportive services and partner with the Health and
Human Services to provide drug/alcohol addiction treatment, mental illness treatment and job
training. Ms. Checa stated THN wished to partner with CAPCOG.
Mayor Hughson requested that Ms. Checa’s contact information be emailed to the Board.
13. Adjourn
Commissioner Daugherty adjourned the meeting at 11:30 a.m.

_________________________________
Mayor Brandt Rydell, Secretary
Executive Committee
Capital Area Council of Governments

___________________
Date
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
MEETING DATE:

December 11, 2019

AGENDA ITEM:

#3 Consider Approving Purchase of Portable De-Escalation Training Simulator

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF ITEM:
The Regional Law Enforcement Academy (RLEA) is replacing the former mobile use of force simulator,
depreciated and sold in early 2019, with a new system that features better technology and more portability. The
need for this was also identified by the Law Enforcement Education Committee; this training is provided in
conjunction with our in-service classes and BPOC and can be used by other agencies.
CAPCOG applied for a Criminal Justice Program (JAG) grant this summer and has been awarded $48,805 by the
Office of the Governor to buy a portable de-escalation simulator. Staff have now received and reviewed quotes
for portable de-escalation simulators, and recommend the purchase of the Milo Range System. The new portable
system was determined as the more user-friendly shooting simulator, and provides more interactive shooting
scenarios, and easier to use and transport in the region for other law enforcement agencies to also use.
THIS ITEM REPRESENTS A:
New issue, project, or purchase
Routine, regularly scheduled item
Follow-up to a previously discussed item
Special item requested by board member
Other

PRIMARY CONTACT/STAFF MEMBER:

Mike Jennings, Director of the CAPCOG Regional Law
Enforcement Academy

BUDGETARY IMPACT:
Total estimated cost: $44,832.75
Source of Funds: Justice Assistance Grant (JAG) through the Office of the Governor
Is item already included in fiscal year budget?
Yes
No
Does item represent a new expenditure?
Yes
No
Does item represent a pass-through purchase?
Yes
No
If so, for what city/county/etc.?
PROCUREMENT: Written quotes were obtained from vendors. The selected vendor is also available on the GSA
federal pricing list.
ACTION REQUESTED:
Approve the purchase of a portable de-escalation training simulator and accessories from Milo Range.
BACK-UP DOCUMENTS ATTACHED:
1. Procurement memo, November 20, 2019.
BACK-UP DOCUMENTS NOT ATTACHED (to be sent prior to meeting or will be a handout at the meeting):
N/A

DATE: November 20, 2019
TO:

Betty Voights, Executive Director

FROM: Michael Jennings, Director, Regional Law Enforcement Academy
RE:

Major Procurement Proposal-Portable De-escalation Training Simulator

1.

Description

The MILO Range training system is a comprehensive solution that is designed to allow trainers the ability
to give presentations and classes, conduct interactive testing and assessment, and provide immersive
hands-on scenario based exercises with detailed debriefing and after action review. Each MILO system is
designed to increase trainee knowledge, skills and confidence in a safe, challenging environment that is
highly interactive and engaging. The MILO Range use of force and firearms training simulators have been
selected by the most demanding law enforcement, military and public safety agencies, and are in daily
use around the world in over 40 countries. The Milo Advanced System has the following; (1) Advanced
training software, (2) Lowlight/flashlight is included, (3) Captures trainee action for debriefing, (4) Has
over 900 video scenarios, (5) Able to create our own training scenarios, (6) Multi-lane marksmanship
target practice, (7) Generates full training records, and (8) we will have access to new video scenarios for
the life of the system.
2.

Background

In 2009, on the recommendation of the CAPCOG Law Enforcement Education Committee (LEEC) the
Regional Law Enforcement Academy was awarded a grant from the Office of the Governor to purchase a
mobile simulator for cadets and outside agencies to utilize for the Use of Force training. That mobile unit
was taken out of service and sold last year due to its age and high maintenance costs.
3.

Justification

CAPCOG RLEA depreciated our mobile use of force simulator in early 2019, therefore, we will need to
replace it with a portable de-escalation simulator for our Basic Peace Officer Course (BPOC) cadets and
other agencies to be able to train with. In the summer of 2019, RLEA submitted and was awarded a new
grant for this purpose from the Office of the Governor in the amount of $48,805.50, with the support of
the LEEC, the Criminal Justice Advisory Committee, and the approval of CAPCOG’s Executive Committee.
The proposed system for purchase, the Milo Range system, is “state of the art” and is a much more
portable and user-friendly shooting simulator. It will be more cost efficient, have more interactive
shooting scenarios, and will be easier for RLEA and other regional agencies to use than the previous
simulator, which was a trailer that required hauling by truck. The entire unit of the Milo Range can fit in
to a standard vehicle for transport and can be set up in a relatively small training room.

Procurement Approach
1.

Competitive Procurement

RLEA staff solicited bids from two other companies (1) Laser Shot and (2) Ti Training. Milo Range, Laser
Shot, and Ti Training were all at the Texas Commission on Law Enforcement (TCOLE) conference held
October 21-24, 2019. Roger Sprott, who attended the conference, requested on site demonstrations at
CAPCOG from the three vendors. Only Milo Range agreed to provide on-site demonstration at our
November 6, 2019 LEEC meeting.
Laser Shot and TI training did submit quotes for their products. Laser Shot quote was $46,895.00 and Ti
Training was $33,000.00. Milo Range quote is $44,832.75.
Milo Range was determined to be the better value for CAPCOG because it offers more scenarios and a
five year warranty (as opposed to the standard 2-year warranty). The pricing would also allow the
purchase of two more Glock pistols within the grant budget, which will enable us to accommodate
additional trainees in a scenario setting. The other important factor is that Milo Range has been in this
business for 20 years and the other two companies are relatively new to the Use of Force Simulator
business, therefore the company has a reliable track record to support the warranty.
2.

Procurement Steps

We requested three quotes from three separate companies and Milo Range offers the most equipment
and scenarios for the price.
Also Milo Range offers GSA advantage (federal pricing list), which affords CAPCOG the ability to
purchase the top of the line portable simulator.
3.

Recommendation

Staff recommend the purchase of the Milo Range system.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
MEETING DATE:

December 11, 2019

AGENDA ITEM:

#4 Approve Plan Year 2021 CAPCOG Regional Criminal Justice Priorities

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF ITEM:
Each year CAPCOG receives its Interlocal Cooperation Agreement from the Office of the Governor, Public Safety
Office’s Criminal Justice Division (PSO/CJD), reviews the requirements and deliverables and updates the CAPCOG
Regional Strategic Criminal Justice Plan. The update includes regional stakeholder meetings, and work by the
Criminal Justice Advisory Committee (CJAC) to review the most current criminal justice data, stakeholder input,
and recommend priorities.
CAPCOG hosted 74 participants at four stakeholder meetings, received 98 responses through a survey utilizing
Survey Monkey, and provided the cumulative results to the CJAC on November 8, 2019. The CJAC provided input
and recommended changes to the strategic plan and stakeholder recommended priorities which are contained in
the Plan Year 2021 Updates (2020 applications are for 2021 funding). The Request for Applications (RFAs) will be
released by PSO/CJD on December 13, 2019, with application deadlines on February 27, 2020. As guidance for
project development, the COGs are encouraged to complete their plan and priority updates before the release of
the RFAs, although the final plan is not due to PSO/CJD until July.
CJAC recommendations are being incorporated into the final plan document which will be available at the
meeting; CJD does not require adoption of the Strategic Plan. For discussion and approval of the priorities, the
attached document was developed.
THIS ITEM REPRESENTS A:
New issue, project, or purchase
Routine, regularly scheduled item
Follow-up to a previously discussed item
Special item requested by board member
Other
PRIMARY CONTACT/STAFF MEMBER:

Matt Holderread, Criminal Justice Program Specialist

BUDGETARY IMPACT:
Total estimated cost: N/A
Source of Funds: N/A
Is item already included in fiscal year budget?
Does item represent a new expenditure?
Does item represent a pass-through purchase?
If so, for what city/county/etc.? N/A
PROCUREMENT: N/A

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

ACTION REQUESTED:
Approve the Plan Year 2021 CAPCOG Regional Criminal Justice Priorities recommended by the CJAC.
BACK-UP DOCUMENTS ATTACHED:
Criminal Justice Plan Year 2021 Strategic Plan Brief
BACK-UP DOCUMENTS NOT ATTACHED:
Copies of the 2021 CAPCOG Regional Strategic Criminal Justice Plan is lengthy so they will be available at the
meeting for board members who want one.

Office of the Governor, Criminal Justice Grants Program
Plan Year 2021 Updates
CAPCOG, in collaboration with the Criminal Justice Advisory Committee (CJAC) and per direction from
the Office of the Governor, Public Safety Office’s Criminal Justice Division (PSO/CJD), updates a Regional
Criminal Justice Strategic Plan on an annual basis. The Plan responds to trends in data and input from
regional stakeholders to identify a set of priorities that will direct grant funding decisions regarding
future criminal justice applications.

Plan Year 2021 Criminal Justice Program Priorities
For Plan Year 2021 PSO/CJD requires CAPCOG to identify five priorities across all areas of criminal
justice. To identify these priorities, CAPCOG staff used a modified version of a priority identification
strategy taught by PSO/CJD during training in September 2017. The Plan Year 2021 priorities are below
with their corresponding Plan Year 2020 priority.
Access to a continuum of comprehensive services that meet victim and community needs


Access to Basic Services with a Focus on Providing Services that are Evidence Based and Trauma
Informed

Access to resources including equipment, technology, and facilities


Resources and Access to Resources including Equipment and Technology

Adequate and well trained staff in all areas of criminal justice


Additional Staffing and Training for Professionals Working in Criminal Justice Related Fields

Communication, collaboration, and coordination among stakeholders and consumers of criminal
justice services


Improved Communication, Collaboration, and Coordination Among Organizations that have a
Role in Criminal Justice

Community outreach, education, awareness, and engagement to promote crime prevention and early
intervention efforts


Outreach, Education, and Support Services in the Community

Each of the five Plan Year 2021 priorities identified by stakeholders and revised by the CAPCOG CJAC
corresponds closely to a priority identified in Plan Year 2020. While the wording of the priorities has
changed, the intent of the Plan Year 2021 priorities remains closely related to the Plan Year 2020
priority.

Process for the 2019 Criminal Justice Strategic Plan and Priorities
To solicit input into the Plan Year 2021 Criminal Justice Strategic Planning Priorities, CAPCOG
administered an online survey. The survey was posted from September 3rd to September 23rd, and 98
participants responded. On average, respondents had expertise in 3 different criminal justice fields. The
chart below represents the geographic distribution of respondents.
Figure 1 – Stakeholder Survey Responses by County
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In addition, CAPCOG hosted four meetings for regional criminal justice stakeholders in October. A total
of 74 people attended these meetings. At each meeting, stakeholders received a presentation on data
related to criminal justice, information regarding past funding awarded through PSO/CJD, and a
presentation of the survey results. Each stakeholder meeting included a facilitated discussion to receive
comments and suggestions on funding priorities.
On November 8th, CAPCOG’s CJAC met to consider the survey and stakeholder comments received up to
that time. The CJAC then endorsed the set of priorities included above to guide the grant scoring for
projects reviewed CJ program awards in Plan Year 2021.
The following organizations and entities were represented in the planning process.


Regional Organizations
o American Gateways
o Bastrop County Women's Shelter, dba Family Crisis Center
o Big Brothers Big Sisters of Central Texas
o Bluebonnet Trails Community Services
o Boys & Girls Club of the Highland Lakes
o Capital Area Council of Governments (CAPCOG)
o Communities In Schools of Central Texas
o Creative Action
o Goodwill Central Texas
o Hays-Caldwell Women's Center
















o Helping Hand Home for Children
o Highland Lakes Family Crisis Center
o Kids In A New Groove
o Lone Star Justice Alliance
o Reset Mentoring
o Texas Board of Pardons & Paroles
o The Key2Free
o The Settlement Home for Children
o Volunteer Legal Services of Central Texas
o YWCA Greater Austin
Bastrop County
o Bastrop County
o Bastrop County Sheriff’s Office
o Bastrop Police Department
o City of Elgin Police Department
o City of Smithville
o Smithville Police Department
Blanco County
o Blanco County Sheriff's Office
o Blanco Police Department
Burnet County
o Burnet County
o Marble Falls Police Department
Caldwell County
o Caldwell County Juvenile Probation
Fayette County
o La Grange Police Department
Hays County
o Hays County
o Kyle Police Department
Lee County
o Giddings ISD
Llano County
o Heart of Hope Healing
o Llano
o Llano County
o Llano County Attorney
Travis County
o Ascension Seton Shoal Creek
o Asian Family Support Services of Austin (AFSSA)
o Austin Bat Cave
o Austin Community Steelband
o Austin ISD
o Austin Police Department



o Beyond the Grade
o Boys & Girls Clubs of Austin and Travis County, Inc.
o Casa Montessori Child Dev. Center
o Council on At-Risk Youth (CARY)
o Integral Care
o Lakeway Police Department
o Manor Police Department
o Pflugerville ISD Police Department
o Seedling Foundation
o The SAFE Alliance
o The University of Texas at Austin
o Travis County Justice Planning
o University of Texas at Austin Police Department
o Victims Advocate Network
Williamson County
o Cedar Park
o Interagency Support Council of Eastern Williamson County
o Law Office of Robert F. Maier, PLLC
o Leander Police Department
o Rock Springs Hospital
o Seedling Foundation
o Spirit Reins
o Taylor Police Department
o Williamson County Behavioral Health Committee
o Williamson County
o Williamson County Court at Law #2
o Williamson County Court-at-Law 3
o Williamson County Juvenile Services
o Williamson County Sheriff Office

Activities Funded Through the Criminal Justice Program in Prior Plan Years
The following figures show the activities funded in fiscal year 2020 through the four grant programs the
CJAC helps administer. The CJAC reviews grant applications and makes recommendations for funding to
PSO/CJD. The CJAC review process includes a meeting where applicants provide additional information
on their applications, and the CJAC discusses and scores each application. The CJAC’s recommendations
for funding are brought to the CAPCOG Executive Committee for approval. If approved, those
recommendations are sent to PSO/CJD for final review and approval.

Figure 2 – Activities Funded Through the Criminal Justice Program in FY 2020

FY 2020 Criminal Justice Program Grants by Funded
Activities
$62,304.00

$448,786.50
Behavioral Health

Law Enforcement

Figure 3 – Activities Funded Through the Juvenile Justice Grant Program in FY 2020

FY 2020 Juvenile Justice Grants by Funded Activities
Delinquency Prevention

$240,244.17

Mental Health Services

$87,797.42

Child Abuse and Neglect Programs

$40,000.00

School Programs

$31,806.07

Job Training

$1,776.55

Reentry

$1,776.55

$0.00

$100,000.00

$200,000.00

$300,000.00

Figure 4 - Activities Funded Through the General Victim Assistance Direct Services Program in FY 2020

FY 2020 General Victim Assistance Grants by Funded Activities
Crisis Services

$2,325,156.66

Professional Therapy and Counseling

$1,486,561.74

Shelter

$1,435,561.60

Legal Advocacy

$1,022,626.32

Peer Support Groups

$502,096.90

Multi-Disciplinary Teams and Case…
Protective Order Assistance
Forensic Interviews

$108,974.56
$57,661.46
$11,433.70

Victim-Offender Meetings

$0.00

Program Evaluation and Assessment

$0.00

$0.00

$1,500,000.00

$3,000,000.00

Figure 5 - Activities Funded Through the Violent Crimes Against Women Justice and Training Program in FY 2020

FY 2020 Violence Against Women Justice and Training Grants by
Funded Activities
$46,436.18

$187,033.80

Investigation

Training

Regional Crime Data
The Criminal Justice Priorities outlined above were developed with an eye on crime data in the CAPCOG
region. Except for Travis County, crime rates in the CAPCOG region are below statewide levels, as shown
in the following figures.
Figure 6 – Crime Rates per 100,000 People by County, 2017

Total Crime Rates in CAPCOG by County, 2018
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The most common crime in the CAPCOG region is larceny, followed by burglary and aggravated assault.
Figure 7 – Crime Rate per 100,000 People by Type of Crime, 2017

Crime Rates for UCR Index Crimes, 2018
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In general, crime rates are falling throughout the CAPCOG region. From 2017 to 2018 auto theft was the
only index crime that saw a rate increase, and total crime is down by 1.7% during this time. For
information on each of these crimes for specific jurisdictions in the CAPCOG region, you can take a look
at Crime in CAPCOG, which has crime data for 2008 through 2018.

Figure 8 – % Change in Crime Rate by Index Crime from 2016 to 2017

Percent Change in Crime Rates by Index Crimes, 2017 to 2018
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Other Data in the Plan
While crime data is very important to criminal justice planning, other data can be useful as well. Below
we have a couple of examples of other types of data that are useful when doing criminal justice
planning.
Figure 10 – Child Abuse Investigations and Confirmed Victims and Rates per 100,000 Residents, 2018

County
Bastrop
Blanco
Burnet
Caldwell
Fayette
Hays
Lee
Llano
Travis
Williamson
CAPCOG

Child
Population
22,931
2,214
10,568
10,785
5,420
55,342
4,070
3,189
297,900
149,980
562,399

Total CPS
Completed
Investigations
701
41
342
375
120
1,114
112
162
5,915
2,217
11,099

Per
100,000
Children
3,057.0
1,851.9
3,236.2
3,477.1
2,214.0
2,012.9
2,751.8
5,080.0
1,985.6
1,478.2
1,973.5

All Confirmed
Victims
309
26
179
153
36
455
23
76
2,128
684
4,069

Per
100,000
Children
1,347.5
1,174.3
1,693.8
1,418.6
664.2
822.2
565.1
2,383.2
714.3
456.1
723.5

Child Abuse
Fatalities
2
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
3
2
9

Figure 9 – Drug Hospitalizations and Drug Hospitalization Rate per 1,000 Residents, 2011-2013
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FOREWORD
The Texas Homeland Security Strategic Plan, dated October 2015, directs that “Each Council
of Governments will develop an annual implementation plan [for the strategy] detailing significant
regional and local implementation tasks.”
All homeland security efforts will be tracked in a statewide performance measurement system
that tracks demonstrable progress toward the achievement of specific homeland security priority
actions.
This implementation plan is for 2019. It identifies priority actions that have clear performance
measures, completion milestones, and required resources.
This homeland security implementation plan also ensures that the Capital Area Council of
Governments is fully integrated into the Texas Homeland Security Strategic Plan and has
identified all resources necessary to achieve homeland security preparedness goals for 2019.
Action items called for in this plan do not represent tasking from the COG, nor does this plan
represent a statutory mandate to individual jurisdictions or agencies.
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SECTION I: GENERAL
A. Purpose and Scope
This document establishes the Capital Area Council of Government’s Implementation Plan in
support of the Texas Homeland Security Strategic Plan 2015-2020. It establishes priority actions
with specific performance measures to be completed by milestones established in the plan. This
plan is a roadmap for our homeland security preparedness and identifies the resources required
to implement the plan. Provisions of this document apply to all aspects of the region’s homeland
security activities, and all jurisdictions within the region share accountability for implementing this
plan.
B. Planning Process
Annually, CAPCOG’s Homeland Security Department in collaboration with its Homeland Security
Task Force (HSTF) and other interested parties prepares the Threat Hazard Identification and
Risk Assessment (THIRA) and the State Preparedness Report (SPR), which are submitted to the
state as contribution into the Texas Homeland Security Strategic Plan. CAPCOG’s outreach
strategy to “interested parties” in all parts of the region, as well as the HSTF, allows for input from
a wide spectrum of public safety and emergency preparedness disciplines. It further highlights
how regional collaboration continues to be a “best practice” for CAPCOG to build preparedness
levels across the core capabilities addressing homeland security missions.
The collective approach for the THIRA/SPR planning process, in turn, drives this annual
Implementation Plan (IP) submittal, which outlines how regional priorities reflect jurisdictional
priorities, while demonstrating how regional priorities parallel state priorities.
The findings from the THIRA/SPR/IP planning process also inform updatesis are used to update
of the CAPCOG HSTF Strategic Plan, which is recommended by the HSTF and approved by the
. Taking the comprehensive planning process into consideration, the HSTF recommends of the
CAPCOG HSTF Strategic Plan. Taking the comprehensive planning process into consideration,
the Homeland Security Strategic Directions Committee prepares, the HSTF recommends, and
the CAPCOG Executive Committee Committee. Theadopts updates a strategic plan that
establishes the priorities for homeland security preparedness and funding administered by the
CAPCOG.

C. Authorities
Regional homeland security activities in the CAPCOG region are coordinated through the HSTF.
Created in 2002 as a standing regional committee that advises the CAPCOG Executive
Committee, the HSTF is comprised of members representing all ten CAPCOG counties as well
as key disciplines that are involved in homeland security and emergency preparedness. Nothing
in this document is intended to supersede the powers, duties, and responsibilities of the presiding
officers and governing bodies of a political subdivision under the Texas Disaster Act of 1975,
chapter 418, Texas Government Code.
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E-mail Address/
Office Telephone

Position Title

Point of
Contact

Director of Homeland
Security, CAPCOG

Martin
Ritchey

mritchey@capcog.org
512-916-6026

Angela Hahn

ahahn@capcog.org
512-916-6014

Assistant Director
Homeland Security,
CAPCOG
EMC, City of Round
Rock
Chief of Police, City of
Marble Falls
EMC,
Hays County

EMC,
Llano County

EMC,
Burnet County
Retired Co. Judge,
Caldwell County
Marble Falls Fire Chief

dmiller@roundrocktexas.gov
512-218-3259
mwhitacre@ci.marble-falls.tx.us
Mark
830-693-3611
Whitacre
kharley.smith@co.hays.tx.us
Kharley Smith
512-393-7301
Dorothy Miller

Gilbert
Bennet
Ron
Anderson
Jim Barho
Tom Bonn
Russell
Sander

gbennett@co.llano.tx.us
325-2472039randerson@co.llano.tx.us

325-247-2039

jimbarho@gmail.com
512-750-0507
rsander@marblefallstx.gov
830-693-4060
tbonn71@gmail.com

Area of
Responsibility
Manages COG’s
Homeland
Security activities
Manages
planning/grant
activities
Chair, CAPCOG
HSTF
Vice-Chair
CAPCOG
HSTFVice Chair,
CAPCOG HSTF

EMC,
Fayette County

Johnny
Campbell
Janet
Carrigan
Vacant

janet.carrigan@co.fayette.tx.us
979-249-6215

Member,
CAPCOG HSTF

Commissioner, Burnet
County

Joe Don
Dockery

commissionerpct4@burnetcount
ytexas.org
512-715-5235

Executive
Committee
Liaison,
CAPCOG HSTF

District Coordinator,
Texas Department of
Public Safety

Jack
Doebbler
Vacant

jack.doebbler@txdps.state.tx.us
512-848-1080

Member,
CAPCOG HSTF

EMC, LCRA

Stacy MooreGuajardo

Division Chief,
Austin-Travis County
EMS

Adam
Johnson

Deputy Director,
Bastrop County

Brad Ellis
Chris Fines

emc@co.bastrop.tx.us
512-332-7201
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Member,
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Member,
CAPCOG HSTF

adam.johnson@austintexas.gov
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Member,
CAPCOG HSTF

jcampbell@mfaems.org
830-693-7277

stacy.moore@lcra.org
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Member,
CAPCOG HSTF

512-376-1779
Director,
Marble Falls Area EMS
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Division Chief,
Austin Fire Department

Assistant Chief,
Austin Fire Department

Brandon Wade

Larry Jantzen

brandon.wade@austintexas.gov
512-974-0136

larry.jantzen@austintexas.gov
512-974-0136
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Member, CAPCOG
HSTFMember,

CAPCOG HSTF
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Position Title
Sergeant EMC,
Austin Police
Department
Chief Epidemiologist
Austin/Travis County
Health & Human Services
Department

Medical Director/
Health Authority,
Austin/Travis County
Health & Human
Services Department

E-mail Address/
Office Telephone

Point of
Contact
Rob Andrews

Rob.Andrews@austintexas.gov
(512) 974-5793

Member,
CAPCOG HSTF

Janet Pichette

janet.pichette@austintexas.gov
512-972-5000

Member, CAPCOG
HSTF

philip.huang@austintexas.gov
512-972-5855

Member,
CAPCOG HSTF

Philip Huang,
M.D.

Fire Chief, Hutto Fire
Rescue

Chris
Liesmann
Scott
Kerwood

Fire Chief
Lockhart

Randy Jenkins

rjenkins@lockhart-tx.org
512-398-2321

Fire Chief, City of
Horseshoe Bay

Joe Morris

jmorris@horseshoe-bay-tx.gov

EMC, Travis County

Eric Carter

EMC, Lee County

Delynn
Peschke

EMC, Blanco County

Director of Homeland
Security and
Emergency
Management,
City of Austin
Emergency
Preparedness &
Response Manager
CATRAC
EMC,
Caldwell County
Deputy Director,
Region 13
Education Service
Center
Safety, Security &
Environmental Safety
Specialist, Central
Texas School Safety
Consortium

Area of
Responsibility

Juan Ortiz

blcomm3@zeecon.com
sdkerwood@huttofirerescue.org
512-759-2616

Eric.Carter@traviscountytx.gov
emc@co.lee.tx.us
979-542-1650
Juan.ortiz@austintexas.gov

Member,
CAPCOG HSTF
Member,
CAPCOG HSTF
Member,
CAPCOG HSTF
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Member,
CAPCOG HSTF
Member,
CAPCOG HSTF

Ron Weaver
Dave Reimer

rweaver@catrac.org
dreimer@catrac.org

Member,
CAPCOG HSTF

Carine
Chalfoun

carine.chalfoun@co.caldwell.tx.us
512-393-7301

Member,
CAPCOG HSTF
Formatted: Font: 11 pt

Dr. Craig
Spinn
Russell
Summers

Craig.spinn@esc13.txed.net
512-919-5490
Russell.summers@leanderisd.or
g
512-570-0136
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EMC, Williamson
County

Jarred
Thomas
Michael Shoe

Michael.shoe@wilco.org
(512) 943-1911

EMC,
Hays County
Chief of Police, City of
Marble Falls

Alex
Villalobos
Mark
Whitacre

alex.villalobos@co.hays.tx.us
(512) 393-7300
mwhitacre@marblefallstx.gov
830-693-3611

jthomas@wilco.org
512-864-8269

Member,
CAPCOG HSTF
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Member,
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SECTION II: PREPAREDNESS ASSESSMENT
A.

Regional Overview

The CAPCOG region has the distinction of being the home of the state capitol, most of the
state’s administrative offices, private technology industry, and several colleges and universities
The region is host to numerous high attendance, high profile, planned events year round,
including South By Southwest, Austin City Limits Music Festival and the Formula 1 United
States Grand Prix.
The CAPCOG region has the distinction of being the home of the state capitol, most of the state’s
administrative offices, private technology industry, as well as several major colleges and
universities. The area plays host to numerous high attendance, high profile, planned events year
round such as South by Southwest, Austin City Limits, and the Austin Film Festival
The boundary encompasses the counties of Bastrop, Blanco, Burnet, Caldwell, Fayette, Hays,
Lee, Llano, Travis and Williamson. The IH-35 corridor, which splits the region geographically in
half, includes a high volume of international and interstate trucking activity and represents some
of the most congested roadway in Texas. IH-10 crosses through southern portions of our region.
Both highways account for a large flow in hazardous material transport, illicit drugs and human
trafficking.
The region is intersected also by hazardous material rail and pipelines. CAPCOG’s planning and
economic development staff coordinates information with the State of Texas freight network. They
report that freight traffic in the region is growing on rural thoroughfares, as well as companies
transport goods through and outside the region. 1 Ft. Hood, the largest military installation in the
country is also adjacent to the region.
The population has grown to over two million residents, with the City of Austin/Travis County,
having the majority of residents The growth remains significantly denser along the IH-35 corridor
counties. Hays County, the most southern IH-35 corridor county, has shown the highest rate of
population increase per the 2016 U.S. Census estimates; it is narrowly followed by Williamson
County at the northern end of the corridor.2
Due in part to a housing crunch in the City of Austin, residents are moving into the surrounding
counties at an accelerating rate, increasing the potential to exhaust less abundant local
emergency management resources. Therefore, the sustainment of regional strike teams and
robust mutual aid resources is critical to the region’s response mission and resiliency. CAPCOG
jurisdictions are united by a shared degree of risk—a catastrophic incident in any part of the region
has some degree of impact on the rest of the region. There is no guarantee that a terrorist attack

CAPCOG. “CAPCOG Provides Local Input for State Freight Network.” In the News: News from August 2017.
http://www.capcog.org/in-the-news/archives/2017/08.
2
http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/maps/texas_map.html.
1
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will be focused on the most-populous portion of the region or upon a pre-defined critical
infrastructure or key resource target.
According to the Capital Area Economic Development District (CAEDD), “Resilience
encompasses the notion that the Capital Area must be prepared to respond and recover from a
disaster. The CAEDD focuses on developing the region’s economic resilience, which includes
working to reduce the region’s vulnerabilities to economic shocks, enhancing the regional
economy’s ability to recover from a shock, and supporting innovation in the region so that industry
clusters remain competitive as industries evolve.3
Imported threats from international organized criminal activities or politicalized ideology are a risk
as borders shrink. Terrorist and violent criminal threats can arise as well as home-grown threats
through insidious recruitment techniques, hate groups, or lone-wolf actors. Cyber-threats are
becoming more ominous, whether from lone-wolf, group or nation-state actors, and our
jurisdictions are increasingly aware of the need for diligence and resiliency from attacks.
With an increasingly mobile population, comes the potential transmission of high consequence
infectious diseases from any corner of the world. It is essential that public health and medical
response embed the National Incident Management System (NIMS) emergency response
protocols, including communications and incident command.
In October of 2018, the western counties in the CAPCOG region were inundated with storms
which dumped almost 10 inches of rain in less than 48 hours. Subsequent flooding throughout
the Highland Lakes area necessitated the Lower Colorado River Authority to open flood gates
throughout the system at an unprecedented rate. In addition, the devastating floods overwhelmed
the City of Austin’s water treatment facilities, forcing a boil water notice for the first time in the
city’s history.
The floods came 14 months after Hurricane Harvey hit the central Texas coastline, and dumped
massive rainfall on the eastern counties of CAPCOG. That event came a little more than two
years after the 2015 Memorial Day flood disaster. Each disaster left in its wake costly damage
and loss of life.
Economic losses, from any type of devastating event, can impose long-lasting hurt on
communities. A resulting report, CAPCOG’s Disaster Resiliency & Recovery in the Texas Capital
Area, which outlines the negative economic costs and impacts of the 2015 flood even concludes,
“[it] was a costly reminder for the region of the importance of disaster preparedness.” 4

CAPCOG. “Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy 2015-2020.” Updated 2017, p. 19.
CAPCOG. “Disaster Resiliency & Recovery in the Texas Capital Area: The Economic Impact and Local Response
to the 2015 Memorial Day Disaster Event.”
http://www.capcog.org/documents/economicdevelopment/Reports/Disaster_Resiliency__Recovery_in_the_Texas_C
apital_Area.pdf.
3
4
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According to CAPCOG’s report, funded by the US Economic Development Administration, the
creation or sustainment certain preparedness actions by government and private industries are
crucial to our region’s resiliency:
 Emergency notification
 Land use and development
 Business liquidity
 Proactive regional business stability activities
 Critical facility protection
 Regional mitigation planning and actions
In 2012, when the THIRA methodology was implemented as an assessment tool, the focus was
to identify those high impact threats and hazards that would serve as the basis for developing or
enhancing the federal core capabilities.
B.

Threats and Hazards

The region’s hazard profiles continue to highlight six plausible, high consequence threats (natural
and man-made) of primary concern:
1. Wildfire—this is of particular concern to CAPCOG jurisdictions due to ongoing droughts and
major, multi-county outbreaks of wildfires. This worst case scenario describes a devastating
wildfire outbreak in three counties set by a domestic terrorism group using fire as a weapon.
.
1. Wildfire—this is of particular concern to CAPCOG jurisdictions due to ongoing droughts and
major, multi-county outbreaks of wildfires. This worst case scenario describes a devastating
wildfire outbreak in a heavily-populated Wildfire-Urban Interface (WUI) in both Bastrop and
Travis County simultaneously
2. Flash flooding—portions of the CAPCOG region are known as “Flash Flood Alley” because
of the frequent occurrence of flash floods. Flash flooding results in more fatalities than any
other natural phenomenon, and CAPCOG jurisdictions have long focused on developing the
capabilities needed to respond effectively to flash floods. This high consequence scenario
was based on a recent historic events, including the October 2018 floods, Hurricane Harvey
and the Memorial Day Flood all which resulted in huge damages to communities,
infrastructure, the environment, and loss of life.
3. Hazardous materials release—the proximity of high-volume hazardous materials
transportation routes through locations that can contain high concentrations of people raises
the possibility that a hazardous materials spill could result in a large number of casualties.
While the CAPCOG HSTF has long focused on managing such possibilities, the potential
impact continues to make this a priority concern. The scenario outlines the effects of a release
of chlorine gas upwind of the University of Texas’ DKR-Texas Memorial Stadium at a time
when 100,000+ persons are attending a football game.
4. Armed assault/active shooter—recent highly publicized incidents involving armed assaults
on groups of persons at varied venues have heightened the awareness of the vulnerability of
the region’s population to threats posed by such attacks. Since preventive measures such as
screening of all persons at venues or open air events are often beyond the control of local
public safety officials, the THIRA focused on the capabilities considered critical to responding
to and dealing with the aftermath of such attacks. The scenario envisioned for this threat
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involves an armed attack, with the possibility of explosives, by an unknown number of
assailants on the patrons at a heavily attended planned event in a congested urban area.
5.4.
High consequence infectious disease—the emergence of a novel, highly pathogenic
influenza virus and a subsequent mutation of the virus has the potential to result in illness and
death to large numbers of persons across the region, over-stressing medical treatment and
mortuary capabilities. Such an event would require implementation of mass immunization
campaigns, quarantines and restrictions on mass gatherings.
6.5.
Cyber-attack—a successful attack on the region’s local government networks, including
communications, SCADA networks, transportation, and other critical functions, with the intent
to shut down government capabilities for an extended period of time would have far reaching
consequences. The recent ransomware attack was incorporated into the scenario.
C.

Capability Assessment

Provide a brief summary of the Region’s Stakeholder Preparedness Review, which should be
submitted by October 31, 2018. Highlight significant insights regarding gaps in core capabilities
related to targets established in the THIRA. This section should convey a general sense of the
region’s strengths and what the region needs most in terms of core capabilities. It may be useful
to highlight variance within the region as well; for example, if core capabilities are significantly
more developed in urban areas than they are in rural areas. In many cases, activities described
in Section III of this plan should focus on closing gaps identified in the SPR.
Priority
(H)igh
(M)edium
(L)ow

Capability
Planning

(H)

Public Information
and Warning

(H)

Operational
Coordination

(H)

GAP findings from SPR
Planning is an ongoing activity, including evaluating
the application of previously developed regional
plans to operations during events and exercises; to
remain NIMS and ICS compliant at the local level;
and to stay abreast of a changing hazard
environment throughout the region.
Based upon scenarios developed during the THIRA
process, continued emphasis should be placed
upon utilizing the standardized messaging
procedures of CAPCOG Regional Notification
System (RNS). This provides a means to issue
warning messages to citizens at risk. Outreach
campaigns continue to encourages RNS signups
across the region. Continuing need for training in
crisis communication messaging: reaching
audiences and motivating to action. Additional
mediums should be explored to reach more
residents. The development of a regional crisis
communication plan and ensuring PIOs are
integrated into regional exercises are necessary.
The experience of CAPCOG jurisdictions in
responding to significant incidents such as large,
fast-moving wildfires and floods stresses the
importance of implementing a coordinated response
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Forensics and
Attribution

(M)

Intelligence and
Information
Sharing

(H)

Interdiction and
Disruption

(H)

Screening,
Search, and
Detection
Access Control
and Identification
Verification

(H)

(M)

that make the most effective use of available
resources while maintaining enough reserve
capacity to be able to deal with additional threats.
The development of a regional response plan is
necessary to ensure the best use of specialized
teams and other assets.Need to address mutual
aid/regional response planning for all risk: EOC
COOP; additional SWAT teams and multi-discipline
EMS/Fire response; as well as expand on an area
command working group; incident management
related equipment; information sharing protocols.
With an expanding litany of bad actor threats and
hazard agents, additional multi-discipline planning
and training is necessary, i.e., the need for training
on site preservation and investigation in cases of
mass fatalities and casualties; CBRNE
management; and the use of Emergency Response
Teams; training on WebEOC platform and
encouraging jurisdictional participation in TLO
training will aid in information sharing..
The Austin Regional Intelligence Center (ARIC) is
provided ongoing sustainment funding from the
regional Homeland Security Grant Program (SHSP)
allocation. With ARIC in the lead, progress has
been made to identify SMEs to assess intel gaps,
increase situational awareness; address sensitive
information sharing challenges, and reinvigorate
suspicious activity reporting through the threat
liaison officer (TLO) program. CAPCOG will
continue to foster the relationship developed with
ARIC and encourage jurisdictional participation in
the TLO program. CAPCOG will also continue to
resolve issues with the WebEOC platform and to
provide training on it for better information
sharingBest practices continue to need to be
explored.
CAPCOG will continue to bolster the relationship
with ARIC and will encourage jurisdictions to
participate in TLO training. WebEOC issues will
continued to be resolved to ensure real time
information sharing. Training to support interdiction
and disruption activities will continueThe SPR input
highlights the need for force protection and casualty
protection during active threats.
The region continues to implement monitoring and
detection technology as funding becomes available.
Recent significant events in the CAPCOG region
have provided real time training for jurisdictions to
work on credentialing procedures. CAPCOG will
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Cybersecurity

(H)

Physical
Protective
Measures

(M)

Risk Management
for Protection
Programs and
Activities

(L)

Supply Chain
Integrity and
Security

(L)

Community
Resilience

(H)

Long-term
Vulnerability
Reduction—

(M)

continue to resolve issues with the WebEOC
platform and provide training to utilize that
databasedatavase to track “typed credentialed
assets.”There is a continual need to address
training gaps resulting from turnover and other
staffing situations on access control.
The SPR identified the need to address cyberattack
response planning, ensuring IT departments are
part of the process and to provide training and
exercises on the plans.The SPR identified risk
management opportunities across POETE including
addressing cyber attack response planning, IT silos,
consequence mitigation, identification and analysis
of risk sources.
The SPR identified the need to prepare plans onm
assessments; to leverage WebEOC to close the
gap in reporting assessments and to train
stakeholders in critical infrastructure
assessmentsThe SPR identified a need for
collaboration from CIKR private sector, public
health and medical with emergency management.
The SPR identified the need to review and develop
risk assessments and to ensure leadership is on
board and trained in risk assessment toolsThe SPR
identified risk assessment of hazmat transport and
infrastructure failure as gaps.
The SPR identified a need to plan in collaboration
with regional associations representing essential
supply chain providers. WebEOC has the ability to
connect to private supply chains and should be
utilized as part of the collaboration.The SPR
identified a need to plan in collaboration with
regional associations representing essential supply
chain providers.
CAPCOG and its partners have increased their
outreach to the communities through several
different methods, including supporting local events
and activities and implementing a more
sophisticated regional notification system.
CAPCOG will continue to work with its partners to
develop strong public/private partnerships.The SPR
identified needs across POETE that focus on the
need to empower the community through outreach
on individual responsibility and the need to develop
stronger public/private partnerships.
CAPCOG jurisdictions have developed
comprehensive Hazard Mitigation Action Plans
containing lists of actions to reduce their
vulnerability to the threats they face. Efforts should
concentrate on bringing mitigation projects and
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Risk and Disaster
Resilience
Assessment
Threats and
Hazards
Identification

(M)

Critical
Transportation

(M)

Environmental
Response/Health
Safety

(H)

Fatality
Management
Services

(M)

(M)

funding into the region. Many jurisdictions lack the
required matching funds and personnel needed to
oversee projects. Those same jurisdictions are
seeing an increase in population as people are
moving out of the Austin metro area.CAPCOG
jurisdictions have developed comprehensive
Hazard Mitigation Action Plans containing lists of
actions to reduce their vulnerability to the threats
they face. Efforts should concentrate on bringing
mitigation projects and funding into the region. City
of Austin has very effectively used mitigation
planning for flood mitigation project but many other
jurisdictions may lack the requirement of matching
funds and personnel to oversee grants and project
requirements.
The SPR identifies a need for risk assessment
training and information sharing among partners
and stakeholders.
The SPR identifies a need for man-made threat
identification through collaboration and information
sharing between SMEs and emergency
management.
Critical transportation concerns focus on the
evacuation of people and animals. Partnerships
developed through real world events have identified
gaps in evacuation planning and routing.Critical
transportation concerns focus on the evacuation of
people and animals.
Medical teams are slowly being embedded into
specialized Hazmat teams, but PPE needs are
ongoing. The need to continue training on
operational coordination still exists.Because there is
a reportedly low frequency of significant hazmat
events in our region, medical response to hazmat
incidents is lacking. PPE needs are ongoing and
expanding into the LE and SWAT team response
requirements. There are identified needs across
POETE.
Verification of regional fatality management
planning needs to take place through exercise
participation for our JP counties. A regional fatality
management plan exists, but has not been tested in
some time.Verification of regional fatality
management planning needs to take place through
exercise participation for our JP counties. JP
interest in integrating into our planning and
exercises runs the gamut. Williamson County and
Cities Health Department has created a
jurisdictional fatality plan to complement the
regional plan and has been tested by a challenging
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Fire Management
and Suppression

(H)

Infrastructure
Systems

(M)

Mass Care
Services

(H)

Mass Search and
Rescue
Operations

(M)

On-scene
Security,
Protection, and
Law Enforcement
Operational
Communications

(H)

(M)

fatality event. CAPCOG sponsored training on
fatality management has been well received. There
is ongoing interest in the coordination between
remains management and law enforcement
investigative needs.
High fuel growth, compounded by an expanding
population moving into WUI areas continue to
cause wildfire management concerns for the central
Texas area. There is a need for capabilities to
protect life as well as property. The past three years
of heavy rains and flooding have resulted in high
fuel growth, compounded by an expanding
population move into WUI areas causes wildfire
management concerns for the central Texas area.
There is a need for capabilities to protect life as well
as property.
The SPR recognizes this capacity level as been
met in recent cases.The SPR identifies needs to
test and evaluate infrastructure failure and alternate
power.
The region has several robust CERT programs. The
area is also part of the Capital Area Shelter Hub
Plan (CASHP). There is an ongoing need to
address volunteer group management and well as
develop and train on a regional mass sheltering
planThe region has several robust CERT programs.
The area is also part of the Capital Area Shelter
Hub Plan (CASHP). There is an ongoing need to
address volunteer group management.
The region addresses S&R operations and required
resources through a regional standardization of
resources program (RESET) that offers ongoing
training instruction. Equipment and training needs
continue.
The SPR identified need for both assessments and
monitoring, info sharing equipment.

Implementation of a regional approach to
interoperable communications has proceeded from
concept to reality. As build-out of these
interconnected systems reaches completion,
emphasis will be focused on completing the
procedures for use of the systems and training end
users on those procedures. CAPCOG is working
with its jurisdictions on updating the Regional
Interoperability Communications plan and training
will be conducted once the plan is
completed.Implementation of a regional approach
to interoperable communications has proceeded
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Logistics and
Supply Chain
Management

(L)

Public Health,
Healthcare, and
Emergency
Medical Services
Situation
Assessment

(H)

Economic
Recovery

(H)

Health and Social
Services

(H)

Housing

(M)

(H)

from concept to reality. The region now has full
interoperability. Training and procedure
development continues.
Real world events such as the October 2018 floods
have mandated a more regional response. A
regional response plan is under development and
training and exercises will be conducted once it is
completed.The emphasis has been on medical
prophylaxis supply management with the Capital
Area Trauma Regional Advisory Council (CATRAC)
taking the lead with planning and exercises. The
region has three local health authorities and the
others depend on DSHS Region 7. Other life
sustaining resource depletions would require state
help for the majority of the region.
The SPR focuses on providing medical treatment
and transfer in a timely mannerThe SPR needs
focus on the avoidance of additional disease
through training and lab capabilities.
CAPCOG will continue to provide training on
WebEOC and RNSNeeds across the POETE
include social media monitoring and output;
monitoring equipment and training on information
sharing tools.
CAPCOG and its partners have made a
concentrated effort to assist businesses in the
recovery process but funding gaps still exist in
some of the less populated areas.Economic
recovery means, particularly for our less populated
areas, remains elusive. Emergency
management/economic development partnerships
for disaster resiliency should be initiated at both the
regional and state level.
Health care facilities and social service agencies
have implemented response teams but training
gaps remain.Responder behavioral health and
family assistance center resources needs are
recognized gaps.
Long-term recovery housing needs are financially
and logistically problematic. Short term partial
solutions often dependent on VOAD and other NGO
resources. Recent flooding events, population
movement and business expansions in the region
have increased the need for more long term
housing.Long-term recovery housing needs are
financially and logistically problematic. Short term
partial solutions often dependent on VOAD and
other NGO resources.
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Natural and
Cultural
Resources

(L)

This capacity has not been tested. Need financial
resources to address this concern as environmental
protection assessments and measures can be
costly. Therefore, pre-disaster planning should
ideally identify natural resource that can affect
recovery efforts.
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SECTION III: CONCEPT OF IMPLEMENTATION
A. Overview
Part A discusses the region’s major priorities for developing and sustaining homeland security
capabilities for the next year. Planned activities in Part B represent are deemed essential and
attainable for the region’s progress in 202019. The core capabilities identified below were singled
out to be deliberated and discussed in more depth by the Homeland Security staff and task force
when updating the most recent CAPCOG THIRA and SPR.
HIGH PRIORITY CORE CAPABILITIES
Prevention

Protection

Intelligence and Information Sharing
Cybersecurity

Mitigation
Response
Planning
Public Information and Warning
Operational Coordination

Recovery

Community
Long-term Vulnerability
Resilience
Reduction

The Texas Homeland Security Strategic Plan 2015-2020, states:
“The State of Texas goals and objectives listed and described in this section are
aligned with the five homeland security mission areas: Prevent, Protect, Mitigate,
Respond, and Recover. They reflect the state’s most significant homeland security
priorities and will serve to focus our homeland security activities, to include
investment and resourcing efforts. It is important to note, however, that these Goals
and Objectives do not constitute an exhaustive list of all important actions within
each mission area; for example, preparedness activities such as planning, training,
exercises, and public outreach provide a foundation for long-term success across all
mission areas.
Goals are the general strategic ends toward which Texas will continually work; they
serve to orient our long-term homeland security efforts.”
As well, CAPCOG’s jurisdictions continue to work to serve long-term homeland security efforts as
documented in Section B.

B. GOAL 1: PREVENT TERRORIST ATTACKS AND ORGANIZED CRIMINAL ACTIVITY IN
TEXAS.
Performance Measures.
 Number of information and intelligence sharing protocols in place
 Targeted standardization of resources among agencies and jurisdictions
 Number of participants in relevant planning, training and exercise opportunities
Number of agencies participating in and/or benefiting from ARIC products
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OBJECTIVE 1.1: Expand and enhance the statewide intelligence capability that reduces the
threat of terrorism and criminal enterprises.
Recent Accomplishments:
 sustained standardization activities related to equipment and training for hazardous
materials detection and suspected activity detection.
 sustained ongoing operations of the Austin Regional Intelligence Center (ARIC), a
collaborative effort of nine local law enforcement agencies and the University of Texas
Police Department.
 Attended Active Shooter training presented by SIGMA on behalf of ARIC
 Sponsored TLO trainings on behalf of ARIC at CAPCOG
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OBJECTIVE 1.2: Enhance investigative capability to address terrorism and criminal enterprises.
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Recent Accomplishments:
 Reorganization of subcommittee structure to streamline efforts in regional planning
and response capabilities.
 sustained ongoing operations of the Austin Regional Intelligence Center (ARIC), a
collaborative effort of nine local law enforcement agencies and the University of
Texas Police Department.

Promoted TLO training throughout the region
OBJECTIVE 1.3: Prevent terrorists and criminal enterprises from exploiting Texas' international
borders, including land, air, and sea.
Recent Accomplishments:



sustained ongoing operations of the Austin Regional Intelligence Center (ARIC), a
collaborative effort of nine local law enforcement agencies and the University of Texas
Police Department.
Promoted and sponsored TLO training in conjunction with ARIC

OBJECTIVE 1.4: Increase public awareness and reporting of suspicious activities related to crime
and terrorism, with emphasis on drug trafficking, human trafficking, and chemical, biological,
radiological, nuclear, and high-yield explosives (CBRNE) threats.
Recent Accomplishments:





successful buildout of new regional notification system to all 10 counties and many
jurisdictions within the COG.
Reorganization of subcommittee structure to streamline efforts in regional planning
and response capabilities
Annual All Hazards Full Scale Exercise
responded to a series of bombings in the Spring of 2018. Equipment obtained
through grant programs was essential to providing safety to the Region as well
as investigating the crimes
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c.

Regional full scale exercise in February 2018 focused on CBRNE threats and
decontamination with over 400 players from local to federal levels

Regional Activities

OBJECTIVE
1.1, 1.2, 1.4

Tasks(s)

Responsibility

Cost and
Source

Planning

Build, enhance or sustain
operational protocols for LE
events that require multiagency and multi-discipline
response through the Law
Enforcement
Standardization Equipment
and Training (LESET)
committeeRegional
Response committee
Build, enhance outreach to
diverse public safety
agencies to ensure timely,
accurate communications
of impending risk

CAPCOG,
HSTF

Undetermined
local funds

CAPCOG,
HSTF, local
jurisdictions

Partial
@$325,574 in
FY18
SHSP$49,80
8.40 SHSP
FY19

Aug 202018

Organization

Sustain ARIC operations
and maintain ongoing
cooperation and information
sharing with Texas Fusion
Center

Austin PD has
lead
responsibility

$450,000 in
FY17 FY19
SHSP

Jan 2019Oct
2019
Aug 30,
2020

Equipment

Enhance investigative
capabilities through use of
SWAT throw phone system

City of Austin

$29,924 in
FY17 SHSP

Jan 2019

Training

Build, enhance
preparedness activities
related to terrorism and
other man-made risks
through intel and info
sharing topics
Build, enhance
preparedness activities
related to terrorism and
other man-made risks
through intel and info
sharing objectives

CAPCOG and
local
jurisdictions

$40,000 in
FY18 SHSP
45,000 SHSP

Aug
2018Aug
2020

CAPCOG and
local
jurisdictions

$45,000 in
FY18 SHSP
$40,000
SHSP

Feb 2019
Aug 2020

Exercise
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Completion
Date or
Milestones
Monthly
committee
meetings
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C. GOAL 2: REDUCE THE STATE’S VULNERABILITY TO TERRORIST AND CRIMINAL
ATTACKS AND NATURAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL DISASTERS.
Performance Measures.
 Number of responses that report successful detect, defuse, and disposal of
harmful agents without related injuries
 Involvement of ISDs and higher education institutions in all-hazard regional
planning activities
 Involvement of non-profits in all-hazard regional planning activities

OBJECTIVE 2.1: Enhance the security and resiliency of Texas critical infrastructure systems,
networks, facilities, and assets, with particular emphasis on the lifeline sectors of communications,
energy, transportation, water, and financial services.
Recent Accomplishments:







Reorganization of subcommittee structure to streamline efforts in regional planning
and response capabilities
Completed fiber link to western counties for communications
Provided a software solution that allows integration of data and hazmat threat
planning for critical infrastructures
Improved use of WebEOC for real time communication
Development of Regional Response Plan
Launching of subcommittees and workgroups to add engagement for stakeholders

OBJECTIVE 2.2: Reduce the risk of chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, and high-yield
explosives (CBRNE) incidents by enhancing control and early detection capabilities.
Recent Accomplishments:



Enhanced regional EOD response with Robotics procurement
Enhanced regional CBRNE response with updated equipment and training

OBJECTIVE 2.4: Enhance the Safety of Schools in Texas.
Recent Accomplishments:





Enhanced monitoring and detection through equipment procurement
Training on school safety protocols.
Developed a standard response protocol video for grades 3 – 12
Developed partnership with Education Service Center Region 13

Regional Activities
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OBJECTIVE
2.2; 2.4

Tasks(s)

Planning

Development of Regional
Response Plan
Build, enhance or sustain
preparedness initiatives
with the School Safety
ConsortiumCAPCOG,
Education Service Center
Region 13

Organization

Equipment

Training

Exercise

Responsibility

Cost and
Source

Completion
Date or
Milestones

CAPCOG,
HSTF,
Regional
Planning
Committee

None

Build, enhance or sustain
operational protocols for
hazmat events that require
multi-agency and multidiscipline response through
the Regional
Standardization Equipment
and Training (RESET)
committee

CAPCOG,
HSTF,
Regional
Response
Committee

Undetermine
d local funds
None

Quarterly
attendance of
the
Consortium
representativ
e as a HSTF
member and
quarterly
attendance at
consortium
Senior
Leadership of
Region 13
now sits on
HSTF
Monthly
committee
meetings

Enhance regional EOD
response with Robotics
procurement
Build, enhance
preparedness activities
related to terrorism and
other man-made risks
through security and
resiliency topics
Build, enhance
preparedness activities
related to terrorism and
other man-made risks
through security and
resiliency objectives

City of Austin

Funded by
OOG

May 2018

CAPCOG and
local
jurisdictions

$40,000 in
FY198
SHSP

Aug 2018
Aug 2020

CAPCOG and
local
jurisdictions

$45,000 in
FY198
SHSP

Jan 2019
Aug 2020

D. GOAL 3: MINIMIZE THE IMPACT OF TERRORIST AND CRIMINAL ATTACKS AND
NATURAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL DISASTERS THROUGH PROACTIVE MITIGATION
PLANNING AND PROGRAMS
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Performance Measures.
 Number of jurisdictions implementing current FEMA approved mitigation plans
 Number of jurisdictions benefiting from grant opportunities
 Involvement of non-profits in all-hazard regional planning activities

OBJECTIVE 3.1: Use mitigation planning to reduce the threats disasters pose to people, property,
and critical functions throughout the state.
Recent Accomplishments.
 Updates developed for LCRA and Travis County mitigation plans
 Texas Water Board Base Level Engineering plan presentation
 US Army Corps of Engineers Regulatory Overview Workshop
 Received funding for new Caldwell County plan
 Hosted several meetings to prepare Region for CDBG-MIT Funding

OBJECTIVE 3.3: Enhance the social resilience of Texas communities.

Recent Accomplishments:
 successful buildout of new regional notification system to all 10 counties and many
jurisdictions within the COG.
 Successful social media campaign on notification system
 Improvement of WebEOC platform for real time information sharing

Regional Activities
OBJECTIVE
3.1; 3.3

Tasks(s)

Responsibility

Cost and
Source

Planning

Update mitigation plans

Local
jurisdictions

Local
jurisdictions
Variable
costs

Organization

Build, enhance or sustain
the jurisdictions’ ability to
obtain mitigation grants by
providing technical
assistance when possible

CAPCOG

none

Build, enhance
preparedness activities
related to terrorism and
other man-made risks
mitigation topics

CAPCOG and
local
jurisdictions

$40,000 in
FY198
SHSP

Equipment
Training
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Completion
Date or
Milestones
Before plan
renewal
date—this is
different for
each plan.
Dates vary
per either
post-disaster
or annual
grant cycles

Aug 202018
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Exercise

Build, enhance
preparedness activities
related to terrorism and
other man-made risks
through mitigation
objectives

CAPCOG and
local
jurisdictions

$45,000 in
FY198
SHSP

Jan 2019
Aug. 2020

E. GOAL 4: INCREASE THE CAPABILITY OF THE STATE’S RESPONSE SYSTEM TO
MINIMIZE DAMAGE AND LOSS OF LIFE FROM TERRORIST AND CRIMINAL ATTACKS AND
NATURAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL DISASTERS.
Performance Measures.
 Number of jurisdictions benefiting from SWAT responding with specialized
equipment
 Inter-operability Targets
 Number of people trained and exercise via ICS

OBJECTIVE 4.1: Maximize response capabilities by enhancing statewide regional response
resources and the state and regional mutual aid network
Recent Accomplishments:









Began updating regional mutual aid plan
Approved funding for structural collapse team training
Deployed regional emergency management teams to Llano County during October 2018
floods
Night Vision goggles for Hays County SWAT in procurement process November 2018
Development of Regional Response Plan
Improvement of WebEOC platform for real time information sharing
Purchase of remote firing devices for Austin SWAT
February 2019 exercise incorporated operational coordination

OBJECTIVE 4.2: Improve coordination structures, support systems, and teams for managing all
hazards response operations.
Recent Accomplishments:





Approved funding for structural collapse team training
Regional CBRNE exercise February 2019
February 2019 exercise incorporated operational coordination

OBJECTIVE 4.3: Achieve statewide communications operability and interoperability in Texas.
Recent Accomplishment:


Communications link to western counties completed
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OBJECTIVE 4.4: Ensure continued enhancement of public health and medical emergency
response systems.
Recent Accomplishment:



CATRAC regional exercise November 7 & 8, 2018
Integrated medical response needs into development of regional response plan

OBJECTIVE 4.5: Integrate and coordinate multiple methods to warn and keep the public and local
leaders informed about emergencies in their communities.
Recent Accomplishments.





Enhancement of regional notification system through registration drive and
website development
Improvements made to Warn Central Texas website
Improvements made to WebEOC
Training provided on WebEOC

OBJECTIVE 4.6: Ensure updated and validated emergency plans are in place at public agencies
that provide vital public services, and encourage such planning within private entities.
Recent Accomplishments:


Ensured all emergency management plans in region are at intermediate level

OBJECTIVE 4.7: Ensure access to and adequate support for homeland security and emergency
preparedness and response training across all agencies, jurisdictions, and disciplines.
Recent Accomplishments:




Continued support of emergency preparedness and training through regional workshops
and meetings.
Began development of multi-year training and exercise plan
Completed multi-year training and exercise plan
Formatted: Font: (Default) Arial, 11 pt

OBJECTIVE 4.8 Conduct exercises across the state that include tribal, regional, and local entities
and support the National Exercise Program (NEP) Principals’ Objectives.
Recent Accomplishments:



CATRAC regional training November 2018
Regional CBRNE exercise February 2019

Regional Activities
OBJECTIVE
4.3

Tasks(s)

Responsibility

Cost and
Source
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Planning

Complete Regional
Response Plan

CAPCOG,
Regional
Planning
Committee

Purchase of remote firing
device kits – Austin SWAT
Mobile Satellite
Communications System

City of Marble
Falls
City of Austin;

Dec. 2019

Organization

Equipment

Enhance region wide
interoperability

Training

Exercise

Enhance the detection of
terrorism and criminal
activities region wide
through the procurement of
night vision goggles for
SWAT
Build, enhance
preparedness activities
related to terrorism and
other man-made risks
mitigation topics
Build, enhance
preparedness activities
related to terrorism and
other man-made risks
through mitigation
objectives

$50,675
FY17 SHSP
$56,700
LETPA 2019
$140,040 FY
17 SHSP
911 District

2018
Aug 2020

Hays County

$105,420

Jan 2019

CAPCOG and
local
jurisdictions

$40,000 in
FY198
SHSP

Aug 202018

CAPCOG and
local
jurisdictions

$45,000 in
FY198
SHSP

Jan 2019
Aug. 2020

Williamson
County
CAECD and
local
jurisdictions

2018

F. GOAL 5: ENSURE RAPID, EFFECTIVE, AND COMPREHENSIVE COMMUNITY
RECOVERY FOLLOWING TERRORIST OR CRIMINAL ATTACKS AND NATURAL OR
TECHNOLOGICAL DISASTERS.
Performance Measures:



Number of Non-profit and civic organizations involved in emergency management
planning and training exercises
Number of people training in disaster recovery management

OBJECTIVE 5.1: Support effective, community based post-incident recovery by ensuring plans,
structures and processes are in place at all levels of government and coordinated with private
sector partners, as appropriate.
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Recent Accomplishments:



Citizen and government participation in the development of a method of distribution for
Hurricane Harvey funds to eastern counties included in disaster declaration.Supported
state wide conference call on cyber ransom event
Providing cyber updates in Region

OBJECTIVE 5.2: Strengthen preparedness for whole community recovery through outreach
programs, training, and exercise.
Recent Accomplishment:


Disaster debris removal training September 2018Evacuation planning training September
2019

OBJECTIVE 5.3: Coordinate rapid and effective delivery of post-incident recovery assistance to
impacted communities.
Recent Accomplishments:



Deployment of regional assets to western counties impacted by October 2018 flooding
Deployment of emergency management teams to Llano County in response to October
2018 floods.

OBJECTIVE

Planning
Organization

Tasks(s)

Responsibility

Cost and
Source

Completion
Date or
Milestones

Continue to build CERT
program

Local
jurisdictions
incl. City of
Austin

$16,125.00
HSGP and
local funds
$13,982.51
SHGP

FY198

Host workshops addressing
resiliency issues
Resiliency seminar

CAPCOG
CAPCOG
Resiliency
Committee

Undetermined
SHGP
$25,000

FY18
Aug 2020

Equipment

Training

Exercise
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
MEETING DATE:

December 11, 2019

AGENDA ITEM:

#6 Consider Approving the Purchase of Stop the Bleed Kits for the Region’s School
Districts

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF ITEM:
HB 496, passed in the last biennium, requires schools to provide training in “Stop the Bleed” for each of their
campuses. The Office of the Governor reached out to the COG’s to indicate we may see an increase in funding
requests from school districts to acquire this training and the kits needed for the training and supply. Working
with CATRAC and our local partners we will provide train the trainer materials to our first responder cadre so that
they may introduce this program locally. There are 653 campuses that have been identified.
THIS ITEM REPRESENTS A:
New issue, project, or purchase
Routine, regularly scheduled item
Follow-up to a previously discussed item
Special item requested by board member
Other

PRIMARY CONTACT/STAFF MEMBER:

Martin Ritchey, Director of Homeland Security

BUDGETARY IMPACT:
Total estimated cost: $ 46,581
Source of Funds: SHSP
Is item already included in fiscal year budget?
Does item represent a new expenditure?
Does item represent a pass-through purchase?
If so, for what city/county/etc.? All

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

PROCUREMENT: N/A
ACTION REQUESTED:
Approve the purchase of Stop the Bleed Kits to support HB 496.
BACK-UP DOCUMENTS ATTACHED:
Stop the Bleed quote
BACK-UP DOCUMENTS NOT ATTACHED (to be sent prior to meeting or will be a handout at the meeting):
N/A

QUOTE

Q50882
35 Tedwall Court Greer SC 29650
Phone: (864) 675-9800
Fax:
(864) 675-9880

Quote Date: 11/19/2019

BILL TO: 23256

SHIP TO:

CAPITAL AREA COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENT
HOMELAND SECURITY DIVISION
6800 BURLESON RD
BLDG 310 STE 165
AUSTIN, TX 78744-2306

PO #: BARRETT

CAPITAL AREA COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENT
6800 BURLESON RD
Building 310, Suite 165
AUSTIN, TX 78744-2306
P: (512) 916-6160

Contact Name

Contact Phone

Shipping Method

FOB Type

Payment Terms

Master #

Exp. Date

Kate Barrett

512-916-6000

970-BESTWAY

ORIGIN

NET 30

431,154

12/19/2019

Quantity UOM
1,150

EA

Item
Weight

Item Number

Item Description

80-0466

KIT, INDIVIDUAL BLEEDING CONTROL - INTERMEDIATE
(vac)

1.00 1,150.00

NAR TAX ID: 27-1030140
NAR DUNS: 832426782
CAGE CODE: 06ST7

Please visit us at www.narescue.com

Ext.
Unit Price
Weight

Subject to NAR's Terms & Conditions. For details, please visit:
https://www.narescue.com/legal/terms-and-conditions.

$39.98

Extended
Price
$45,977.00

Subtotal

$45,977.00

Discount

$0.00

Freight

$604.00

Tax

$0.00

Total

$46,581.00

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING

MEETING DATE:

December 11, 2019

AGENDA ITEM:

#7 Consider Adopting Resolution Admitting the City of Double Horn as a Member of the
Capital Area Council of Governments

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF ITEM:
The newly-incorporated city of Double Horn in Burnet County has initiated a request for membership in CAPCOG
by passing a resolution as required in our Bylaws, Section 2.3 – Joinder and Withdrawal. We have provided them
in invoice for their dues of $ and the General Assembly nomination form so they can appoint a representative.
While we have a handful of small cities that sporadically pay membership dues from year to year, our practice has
been to require a formal resolution with Executive Committee approval when an organization will be a first-time
member.
THIS ITEM REPRESENTS A:
New issue, project, or purchase
Routine, regularly scheduled item
Follow-up to previously discussed item
Special item requested by board member
Other
PRIMARY CONTACT/STAFF MEMBER:

Betty Voights, Executive Director

BUDGETARY IMPACT:
Total estimated cost: N/A
Source of Funds: N/A
Is item already included in fiscal year budget?
Does item represent a new expenditure?
Does item represent a pass-through purchase?
If so, for what city/county/etc.?

Yes
Yes
Yes

ACTION REQUESTED:
Adopt resolution to admit Double Horn as a new CAPCOG member.
BACK-UP DOCUMENTS ATTACHED:
1. CAPCOG Resolution to approve new member
2. Article II – Membership in Council, Sections 2.1 through 2.3
3. Double Horn Resolution requesting membership and email
BACK-UP DOCUMENTS NOT ATTACHED: None

No
No
No

RESOLUTION

A RESOLUTION Admitting Membership to the Capital Area Council of
Governments for the City of Double Horn, Texas

WHEREAS, the Capital Area Council of Governments (CAPCOG) represents local
governments in State Planning Region 12 who have joined together as a voluntary organization
upon creation in 1970 pursuant to the Regional Planning Act of 1965, later amended as Chapter
391 of the Texas Local Government Code; and,
WHEREAS, the general purpose of CAPCOG is to encourage and facilitate local
governments in the region to cooperate with one another, other levels of government, and the
private sector to plan for the future of the development of the region; and,
WHEREAS, CAPCOG’s Bylaws provide for membership by organizations that submit a
resolution of their governing body and membership dues through the action of the Executive
Committee admitting an applicant by adoption of a resolution; and,
WHEREAS, CAPCOG has received a request accompanied by resolution for membership
passed by the governing body of the City of Double Horn in the County of Burnet, Texas;
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Executive Committee of the Capital Area Council
of Governments admits the City of Double Horn as a member of the General Assembly and
recognizes the City’s appointment of its representative to serve on the General Assembly
membership effective with adoption of this resolution.

Resolution adopted by the Capital Area Council of Governments Executive Committee on this 11th
day of December, 2019.

__________________________________

_________________________________

Commissioner Gerald Daugherty, Chair
Executive Committee
Capital Area Council of Governments

Mayor Brandt Rydell, Secretary
Executive Committee
Capital Area Council of Governments

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
MEETING DATE:

November 13, 2019

AGENDA ITEM:

#8 Consider Appointments to Advisory Committees

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF ITEM:
This is the monthly item for filling positions on our Advisory Committees; please let us know if our staff can assist
in identifying interested persons to serve. It is presumed that both city and county representatives will
collaborate when making appointments.
THIS ITEM REPRESENTS A:
New issue, project, or purchase
Routine, regularly scheduled item
Follow-up to a previously discussed item
Special item requested by board member
Other
PRIMARY CONTACT/STAFF MEMBER:

Deborah Brea, Executive Assistant

BUDGETARY IMPACT:
Total estimated cost: N/A
Source of Funds: N/A
Is item already included in fiscal year budget?
Does item represent a new expenditure?
Does item represent a pass-through purchase?
If so, for what city/county/etc.?
PROCUREMENT:

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

N/A

ACTION REQUESTED:
Approve any advisory committee recommendations.
BACK-UP DOCUMENTS ATTACHED: None
BACK-UP DOCUMENTS NOT ATTACHED (to be sent prior to meeting or will be a handout at the meeting):
1. Executive Committee attendance sheet.
2. Advisory Committee attendance sheets.

